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Start living a magical life today!As you find your connection to the Earth and all that is natural and

alive in the universe, your life will take on a magical air. Magic begins to flow as you live in balance

with the rhythms of nature and know that you are a vital force within that flow.In Wicca: A beginner's

Guide to Magic you will read about:Working With MagicGenerating Positive MagicAvoiding Negative

MagicDeveloping a Magical MindA SIMPLE MAGIC EXERCISECreating Sacred SpaceYour

AltarYour Magical ToolsIncreasing Magical EnergyGroundingRaising EnergyCasting Circlesand

More!The author is Kardia Zoe, co-founder of one of the oldest and largest information sites for

Wicca and Witchcraft on the Internet. The website averages over 2,000 unique visitors per day and

she has been providing these guests with guidance since 1997.This book provides you with a clear,

accurate understanding of magical practices so you can move forward with confidence as you

journey into the enchanted world of Wicca.NOTE: The information in this book draws from the

popular Living Wicca Today e-course, magical articles Kardia has written over the past ten years for

the Inner Circle newsletters and helpful resource material from her website. Enjoy!Living Wicca

Today Customer Feedback"Your lessons opened and expanded my mind and enriched my life.

...Your words of encouragement, inspiration and wisdom stay with me every day. You changed my

life in so many ways and I'll always be grateful to you.... Don't change anything of your teachings.

Keep being a healer and supporter. THANK YOU FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY HEART." â€œI

wanted to write and thank you for your concise and clear writing ability. I am finding the lessons

captivating and look forward to each lesson. Some of the topics are ones I have encountered on

other paths, however, the way you write about it is so clear and direct it makes it easier to integrate

it into my thinking.â€•
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Review on: A Beginnerâ€™s Guide to Earth Magic by Kardia Zoe.This is a very comfortable book

with an easy to understand manner of writing. It concentrates on harnessing the natural power of

energy in a modern world rather than age-old superstitions and rituals that may be outdated or

impossible for some. Clarifies points that have generally been unknown or misunderstood.

Personalizes your power and itâ€™s relations with universal energy and simplifies the practice of, as

well as various aspects of, magic that may have mystified, intimidated, created anxiety or simply

irritated you enough to keep you from getting involved. A really good book for those looking to

increase the goodness and well-being in their lives.

This inspiring, informative and classic book delves into the importance of magick in nature as well

as in one's own being. Kardia Zoe in her wisdom shares and embodies the full scope of the energy

in which Magick is created. In her book she not only explains the basis of Magick but how to

harness it with the universe to bring fulfillment into one's own life. Earth Magick is a wonderful

introduction and guide for beginners in Wiccan. Kardia Zoe wrote this very detailed oriented book in

a simple yet direct way so that is straightforward for the beginner Wiccan to comprehend and apply

to their own understanding of their growing knowledge in Wiccan. She wrote this book so that it

makes sense and her teachings stay with the reader. She gives an excellent explanations of earth

magick and guides the reader through the cause and effect of it and applies some of her own

experiences in the book. Included in this book is a glossary of words in which the beginner will hear

throughout their life as a Wiccan. This is a very informative and insightful book for the beginner

Wiccan that will last a lifetime. Excellent book for the beginner Wiccan.

This is a very well written book. Kardia Zoe is one of my new favorite authors. In her books she find

the perfect balance of providing you with facts and information, without loading you down with



guidelines that are specific to any one type of tradition. I particularly like the sections on grounding,

raising energy and the magickal mind set. To me these three things are more important that any

amount of magickal tools. I also really like how she took the time to explain to the reader that a

bunch of fancy tools are not important. This is something I feel any beginner should know.

Practicing good, positive, effective magick is really all about your intent and I fell Kardia does a great

job of teaching the reader just that. Just like her other books I would full recommend this book to

newcomers to the craft, especially any solitary Witches learning on their own.

Kardia has written an fabulous book for beginners and seekers. Her writing is specific, clear and

easy to understand. I will refer back to this book in the future. This book will be an essential tool of

reference. It provides a solid foundation towards the understanding and importance of Earth

Magic.One will be touched while reading Kardia's words.Thank you, Blessed BeSunshine

Once I downloaded this book I couldn't close it up nor read another book until I was finished! This

book has so much information that beginners need. I'm not a beginner but thoroughly enjoyed

reading the easily to understand information as well as old and new ideas to try. Hats off to the

author! If you enjoy this type of books, she also runs a website that is ultra cool livingwicca.com

thanks

The author does a wonderful job of communicating the principles behind energy in you and all

around you. She discusses creating your sacred space, designing your altar and your magical items

needed. It is a basic layout of all you will need to begin your magical path. It provides easy

definitions and a large glossary.

This book serves as a brief introduction to magic. My favorite thing about this book was the

glossary. There were random pictures of nature and one of a candle that looked nice, but I think

some diagrams would have helped.

This is a very good beginners book. I touches on all the basics. It is very light and I would

recommend much more research than this one book provides but I do feel that it gives highlights

into Wicca more than it does into actual Earth Magic. I believe that an author should provide a good

reference list under "Additional Resources" rather than just a list of other books by said author.
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